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World Conference Next Generation Testing 2020 will be happening Virtual in October 2020, with focus on Technical Sessions featuring over 15+ 
Presentation exploring the depth and breadth of Software Testing. The Summit will be a key meeting place for Test Professionals and Executives 
from leading IT organizations globally.

India Testing League 2020: The 8th edition of the annual corporate quiz contest India Testing League is back!!. Purpose of this contest is to 
identify most knowledgeable Testers. This year, we have revised the topics to make it a little more fun and competitive. Will you bring laurel to your 
organization and to yourself? Over 1000 IT professionals from 400+ companies in India and abroad would be participating, with experience 
ranging from 2 years to 20 years.

India Testing Awards 2020: India Testing Awards will recognise those organisations and practitioners that have stepped away from legacy tools 
and processes to create Testing programs that defines the future of IT Software Development, services and support. Executives and teams 
leading IT and Testing at these companies will be recognised amongst their peers at the India Testing Awards ceremony co-hosted with World 
Conference Next Gen Testing 2020 on October 2020.
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BACKGROUND

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

We are inviting speakers – thought leaders, subject experts and start-up entrepreneurs – to share their knowledge and enthusiasm about their 
work and vision in these three fields. Please let us know too if you would like to participate in panel sessions only. Please also get in touch if you 
would like to participate in the Round Table session.

We understand that successful projects are written up as “White Papers”. Please share these with us. But projects that did not achieve their targets 
– "Black Papers"- are of interest to us too. They can be important topics of discussion / panels where you can present. Talk to us about both, we 
welcome your input.

We are also planning short “how to do” sessions or full-day workshops to run as pre or post conference events. Let us know if you have a related 
topic that you want to run as a workshop or an extended briefing.

Please complete the  and submit a proposal to present at this event.speaker’s response form

Themes

Test Leadership, Agile Testing and 
Test Automation, Testing for 

Developers, Testing in DevOps, Test 
Strategy, Planning and Metrics, Big 

Data, Analytics, AI/Machine Learning 
for Testing and Security Testing

India Testing Awards 2020

2 Individual Categories

5 Corporate Categories

India Testing League 2020

https://www.unicomlearning.com/2020/WCNGT_2020/speakers-response-form.html


PROGRAMME

DAY 1: 15 OCTOBER

09:00 IST COMFORT BREAK

08:30 IST INDIA TESTING LEAGUE - SEMIFINALS - READ MORE

09:15 IST UNICOM’S INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

09:20 IST TALK 1: SOFTWARE TESTING AND TEST AUTOMATION TRENDS, TOOLS AND FRAMEWORKS
Anastasios Daskalopoulos, Quality Assurance Specialist, Unleashed Technologies

A Simple Continuous Testing Approach for DevOps Although DevOps can be a very malleable term, a simple working definition of DevOps is, "a set 
of practices intended to reduce the time between committing a change to a system and the change being placed into normal production, while 
ensuring high quality". Being a set of practices that combines software development and IT operations, a main facet of DevOps is Continuous 
Integration, where Developers push code into repositories with greater frequency than in the recent past. To both validate and verify this frequent 
addition of code, suites of automated tests must be developed. The goal of this presentation is to show how Continuous Testing can keep pace with 
Continuous Integration to assure the system defined in business requirements is being developed and all features function as expected. To keep 
up with Continuous Integration, QA in DevOps must be considered as a team effort. Beginning with a review of initial documentation, a detailed set 
of unit tests will be created by the Development team to test the system at the object level. After a brief Charter-based Exploratory and functional 
test run based on the business requirements and acceptance criteria, a detailed suite of automated tests are executed to prove the System under 
Test both appears and functions according to the accepted business requirements. This presentation will concentrate on developing accurate and 
detailed test suites to test the features in Continuous Integration.

09:40 IST TALK 2:DEVSECOPS AND THE MAINFRAME HOW DO YOU BRING THEM TOGETHER
Rosalind Radcliffe, Distinguished Engineer, Chief Architect For Devops, IBM

10:00 IST SHORT DISCUSSION

10:20 IST TALK 3: STRUCTURED PERFORMANCE TESTING
Adam Burke, Principal, Frangipani Labs

A functioning system performs well. Testing the performance of software is often hard because it requires controlling more of the environment, but 
the goals of cheap, repeatable tests organized around clear test cases are the same. This talk discusses performance testing pitfalls, techniques 
for automated testing, and opportunities opened up by DevOps tools.

10:40 IST TALK 4: SUSTAINABLE TEST AUTOMATION: FROM GARDEN TO ECOSYSTEM
Anaïs Van Asselt, Test Automation Engineer, Detesters

Organizations invest in test automation to keep up with the pace in an Agile and DevOps world. Little do they realize that constant care is required to 
keep their gardens of automated tests green. Weeding and cultivating is necessary to maintain the added value of test automation. Why is this 
gardening so hard? Is it just a garden or is it more than that? Might it be a whole ecosystem with aspects that impact the approach of test 
automation?

11:00 IST TALK 5: DEVCOVIDOPS – TWO SPRINTS TO PRODUCTION
Benny Bustan, Director Of Devops, Attenti

Having moved from a senior DevOps role at global network provider AT&T, Benny Bustan, Director of DevOps for Attenti will explain the DevOps 
and DevSecOps practices Attenti used to develop, in record time, it's Quarantine Management System (QMS) to support the ability to monitor and 
verify quarantine while gathering information that can identify new pandemic clusters.

11:20 IST SHORT DISCUSSION

11:45 IST TALK 6: RE-ENGINEERING QUALITY FOR THE FUTURE
Mihir Nanal, Managing Director, Accenture,  Nitin Parikh, Senior Manager, Accenture

�How Testing has changed; Immersive Testing
�Automate the Automation, Zero touch
�AI
�Crisis to Opportunity
�Trends and how leaders and workforce need to adapt to it

10:10 IST COMFORT BREAK

11:35 IST BREAK
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12:05 IST TALK 7: TRANSITION SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE SQA INTO QUALITY ENGINEERING QE
Desmond Mathebula, CEO/ Consultant, Ntokoto Technology Group (Pty) Ltd

�SQA vs QE
�Change Management from SQA into QE
�What it means to Testers
�What it means to Testing Environment
�Fitting Quality Engineering into DevOps and DataOps approaches

12:35 IST PANEL DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS FROM SLI.DO

13:15 IST INDIA TESTING AWARDS - FINALS - 

13:30 IST INDIA TESTING LEAGUE - FINALS - 

14:00 IST END OF DAY

12:25 IST SHORT DISCUSSION

READ MORE

READ MORE

DAY 2: 16 OCTOBER

09:15 IST UNICOM’S INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

09:20 IST TALK 1: STOP, YOU’RE DOING BDD WRONG
Max Saperstone, VP Testing Solutions, Testpros

Tools like Cucumber and Fitnesse have been popularizing the ‘idea’ of using Behavior Driven Development (BDD) for test automation for over a 
decade. While there are many benefits to using these tools, adoption of BDD practices and principles can add a lot more value than the tooling 
alone. BDD isn’t about testing; it’s about design, and team collaboration. 
Max will review the main tenets of BDD, and dive into some ideas of implementing this process. He’ll cover the benefits of doing true BDD: how it 
can be used to increase product quality and reduce feature churn. He will also discuss some of the pitfalls of avoiding BDD, but still using the tools. 
He’ll talk about some ‘best practices’, and get into some dos and don’ts for writing feature files. Some tooling will be discussed, along with some tips 
on how to automate, and what to avoid.

09:40 IST TALK 2: DON’T BELIEVE THE LIES. FULL STACK IN-SPRINT AUTOMATION IN A PIPELINE IS POSSIBLE
Craig Risi, QA Architect, Allan Gray

Steps to getting the automation you need to make your Agile/DevOps testing strategy work. 
In this presentation I will showcase ideas and a proven framework on how you can take any team or product and work to achieving a testing 
framework and approach that allows for automation across every required frontend and backend layer, unit and end-to-end test in a way that can 
be completed within a sprint with as minimal tech debt and left backlog as possible. Often teams focus too much on different tools and automation 
frameworks to help them achieve this rather than looking holistically at “how” they are building their software and whether it is appropriately 
testable, addressing a team culture that enables quality ownership throughout and empowering your testers to operate at all levels across the 
stack so that they can test earlier and more effectively. 
Learning Outcomes:
A set of ideas that can be taken back to teams that can help drive better software design, a more collaborative culture and the appropriate level of 
testing and automation at all levels.

10:00 IST SHORT DISCUSSION

10:20 IST TALK 3: THE RISE OF THE CITIZEN TESTER
Ram Shanmugam, CEO, Autonomiq

The digital enterprise landscape is going through a massive transformation from on-premise to hybrid SaaS applications. As more and more non-
technical business and functional users leverage SaaS platform services and readily available automation to bring their application ideas to life, 
they are seeking a similar automation experience for their continuous testing needs; leading to the rise of the Citizen Tester. In this discussion we 
will share our perspectives on the capabilities needed for the citizen tester to be successful

10:40 IST TALK 4: DYNAMIC DEVOPS FOR REGULATED INDUSTRIES
Mandy Chessell, Distinguished Engineer, IBM

Modern regulations put an extra burden both on the way that developers build code and on operations. These regulations are not static and they 
drive constant maintenance in application, DevOps pipelines, infrastructure and operations. Using the EU General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) as example, Mandy will illustrate how open metadata can be used to maintain effective agile development and devOps practices in a 
regulated environment.

10:10 IST COMFORT BREAK

https://www.unicomlearning.com/2020/India_Testing_Awards_2020/
https://www.unicomlearning.com/2020/India-Testing-League-2020/
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11:00 IST TALK 5: IS YOUR AUTOMATION ACTUALLY TELLING YOU WHAT'S WRONG?
Mike Talks, Test Manager, Datacom

If you have an automation suite, chances are your team is looking at it regularly, and seeing a lot of green ticks each time you come in. But what 
happens when you start to see red? How easy is it to dig into the problems that lie beneath? In this session, Mike Talks will take a look through some 
examples to explore how to avoid some basic mistakes, and how to make your tests more readable and analytical.

11:20 IST SHORT DISCUSSION

11:35 IST BREAK

11:45 IST TALK 6: YOUR APPLICATION + OUR AZURE = CONFIDENCE
Mustapha Garba, Senior Program Manager, Microsoft; Mansi Patel, Program Manager, Microsoft

With the current situation of the world, we are all adjusting to a new way of working. Remote connectivity and video-conferencing has become the 
main stay of all our professional interactions. Many of us are on the Digital Transformation journey. One of the key areas where transformation and 
modernization can help is in validation and testing. This session focuses on how Microsoft can enable you to perform testing of your applications 
from anywhere! Leveraging the power of Azure cloud, Update Staging Lab is a service that allows independent software vendors (ISVs) and 
enterprise customers to accelerate application validation against platform changes such as Windows updates. In this session, find out how you 
can lower testing time and cost by simplifying deployment and leveraging automated workflows. In addition, we also offer world-class intelligence 
about the apps you provide us (e.g. performance data, API impact analysis, etc.). If that wasn’t intriguing enough, you can find out about our future 
plans to integrate Robotic Process Automation (RPA) validation which enables AI driven bots to exercise app functionality to find issues earlier!

12:05 IST TALK 7: ARJUNA - THE FRAMEWORK FOR PROFESSIONAL CODED TESTING
Rahul Verma, Founder & Chief Consultant, Test Mile

Arjuna is a Python based test automation framework developed by Rahul Verma. It is an open source, Apache Licensed software. Rahul has 
implemented smaller variants of features in Arjuna across frameworks and organizations, or given advice around it. However Arjuna being a 
generic library has the most complete implementation of his ideas, away from project specific contexts and constraints. Arjuna currently supports 
Web UI and HTTP automation. It encapsulates selenium, requests, pytest and many of its plugins along with file readers, XML/JSON parsers and 
so on. It uses Python's advanced coding constructs to provide a very flexible and intuitive Tester Programming Interface (TPI). This presentation 
introduces some of the salient features of Arjuna for test automation engineers.

12:50 IST PANEL DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS FROM SLI.DO

13.30 IST VALEDICTORY SESSION

13.35 IST END OF DAY



RAM SHANMUGAM

MAX SAPERSTONE

ANAÏS VAN ASSELT

BENNY BUSTAN

CRAIG RISI

MANSI PATEL

MUSTAPHA GARBA

MIKE TALKS

MIHIR NANAL

CEO of  AUTONOMIQ

Max Saperstone has been working as a Software and Test Engineer for almost 15 years, with a focus on Test Automation within 
the CI/CD process. He specializes in open source tools, including the Selenium Tool Suite, JMeter, AutoIT, Cucumber, and Chef. 
Max is the VP of Testing
Solutions at TestPros, where he works as a test strategist and architect; he works with organizations to determine how best to test 
the application across the organization to ensure high quality and low risk releases. When not working with clients, he can be 
found contributing to the Selenium and Cucumber community, or talking about various testing topics.

Having moved from a senior DevOps role at global network provider AT&T, Benny Bustan, Director of DevOps for Attenti will 
explain the DevOps and DevSecOps practices Attenti used to develop, in record time, it's Quarantine Management System 
(QMS) to support the ability to monitor and verify quarantine while gathering information that can identify new pandemic clusters.
Over 20 years of leading various roles , such as system integrations , technology owners and DevOps experts.
As Director of DevOps, Benny , is continuously scouting for new technologies and identify trends around the world, in order to 
improve Attenti’s deployments, cloud hosting and security.
Benny’s has an endless passion to technology, new trends and leadership to the extreme

A man of many talents, but no sense how to use them. I could be out changing the world but would prefer to make software 
instead. I have a passion for software design, but more importantly software quality and designing systems that can achieve this 
in a technically diverse and constantly evolving tech world.
When not playing with software I can often be found writing, designing board games or running long distances for no apparent 
reason. You can find out more at:   https://sandelk.wixsite.com/craigrisi

Program Manager of Microsoft

Mustapha Garba is a Senior program manager in the Windows Servicing and Delivery organization. He is part of a team building 
an intelligent service on the Azure Cloud that allows software vendors to test their applications and gain insights from anywhere.

Test Manager of Datacom

Mihir is a Managing Director at Accenture in the Comms, Media, Hi-tech practice with 20 years of experience. He possesses 
extensive global experience in IT delivery and is specialized in leading large complex engagements and turning around troubled 
programs. Mihir also serves as a coach for large System Integration projects and part of the Innovation core team at Accenture. 
He has won multiple individual / group awards within the firm and at Europe level on Co-innovation, Testing and DevOps with 4 
patents filed in last 2 years.

Anaïs is a Test Automation Engineer and a DevOps enthusiast. She has almost 7 years of experience in several Agile/DevOps 
teams and coached teams with test automation. For Anaïs, test automation is not just a matter of automating tests, but a Way of 
Working that requires collaboration and discipline. She stands for a pragmatic approach, sustainable development and Bruce 
Lee Driven Development. Anaïs is convinced that the best results are achieved by applying the tools, methods and techniques 
that suit best in the situation.

SPEAKERS’ PROFILES
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NITIN PARIKH

MANDY CHESSELL

ANASTASIOS DASKALOPOULOS

ROSALIND RADCLIFFE

RAHUL VERMA

DESMOND MATHEBULA

ADAM BURKE

Nitin is a Senior Manager at Accenture in the Comms, Media, Hi-tech practice with 17 years of experience. He possesses 
extensive global experience in IT delivery and is specialized in leading Complex Telco, Testing and DevOps Delivery. He has won 
many awards with Accenture and is an active Researcher in New IT Space. He has passion for Automation and Innovation and 
firmly believe in Co-Innovation and Design Thinking with focus on Client Centric Delivery

Mandy Chessell CBE FREng CEng FBCS is an IBM Distinguished Engineer, Master Inventor and Fellow of the Royal Academy of 
Engineering. Mandy is a trusted advisor to executives from large organisations, working with them to develop their strategy and 
architecture relating to the governance, integration and management of information. She is also the project lead for the ODPi 
Egeria open source project (https://egeria.odpi.org). More information about Mandy’s work and publications can be found on 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/mandy-chessell/22/897/a49 and her blog at https://poimnotes.blog/

Rosalind Radcliffe is a IBM Distinguished Engineer, responsible for the driving the DevOps for Enterprise Systems strategy. The 
includes working across IBM to provide support to include all platforms in a DevOps culture, and removing any barriers to the 
transformation from a technology standpoint. She also works with clients in their DevOps transformations.
Rosalind is a member of the IBM Academy of Technology and the Academy Leadership team. In her over 30 years in IBM she has 
worked in many areas in development, test, services, and sales and distribution. She has held responsibilities for: IBM's SOA 
Management strategy, Architecture for ITCAM for SOA, User Interface design including standardization across the industry, 
Services for systems management, and ISPF Development.
Specialties: DevOps, Systems Administration, SOA Management, Software Development, IT Architecture

Rahul Verma is an Indian testing entrepreneur and an awarded thought leader for his contributions to testing community. He is 
Founder of Test Mile, CTO at Verity Software and Community Proxy for STeP-IN Forum. He is the creator of Arjuna – a free, open-
source Python based modern test automation framework that enables writing test code in multiple languages using FaaST 
architecture. He has contributed to creation and review of various certifications including CSE, ISTQB and CMAP. His software 
testing experience includes building test automation frameworks in Python and Java, web security, white box testing and web 
performance testing. His research work focuses on object oriented design patterns applied to test automation and extending 
them into general purpose models. He has presented, published articles and educated thousands of testers in the said areas. His 
testing ideas and work are deeply influenced by his exposure and interest in poetry and spirituality.

Desmond Mathebula is a founder of Ntokoto Technology Group (Pty) Ltd. He is a Strategic Leader with above 19 years 
experience in banking,NPO, and Telecommunications industries ranging from Programming, Financial management, Manual 
Testing and Performance Testing, a Strategic leader in Data Services Testing and he holds, National Diploma: IT and B-Tech: IT 
from Vaal University of Technology, PMD: Future CIO from GIBS, and Masters of Business Leadership from UNISA SBL.

Adam Burke has held a variety of technical and managerial software roles at banks, exchanges, regulators, and consultancies in 
Singapore, Australia and the UK. For a decade he built high performance electronic trading systems, including their automated 
testing and DevOps infrastructure, including both low-latency and big data platforms. He is currently pursuing research on 
process mining at QUT.

Anastasios came to the world of Quality Assurance out of curiosity after enrolling in a Business Information Technology program 
to become a Java Developer: being informed of an available software testing position at a major European telecommunications 
company, he applied and much to his surprise got the job, and has enjoyed doing it ever since. His approach to software testing 
involves exploring the system to learn if end user expectations as well as management requirements are satisfied, as well 
developing suites of automated tests to ensure system quality. In addition to using the IT approach to find bugs, Anastasios uses 
research methods he has learned over several career paths to investigate and explore software. To keep up with the increasing 
speed of software development, Anastasios has been concentrating on quickly developing accurate test automation suites in 
tandem with Developers to show that business requirements are being met and the software works as expected. Anastasios has 
delivered several presentations on the topic of test automation, and tries to keep up with the latest research on test development 
and employing it in the development process to ensure the highest system quality.



TICKETS

Till September 30

Till October 15

Two days

Two days

Short Discussion Rounds

Short Discussion Rounds

Live Panel Discussion

Live Panel Discussion

Use Cases

Use Cases

Post Event Doubt Clearing Support

Post Event Doubt Clearing Support

All Sessions

All Sessions

Contact
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US$ 50

US$ 80

UNICOM Seminars Ltd
The Atrium
Suites 536 & 537
1 Harefield Road, Uxbridge
UB8 1EX, 
UNITED KINGDOM

www.unicomlearning.com

contact@unicomlearning.com

+44 1 895 256 484 (UK)
+31 852 080 918 (Netherlands)
+91 9538878795 (India)
+61 39088 0809 (Australia)
+65 3159 4020 (Singapore)

https://www.youtube.com/user/UNICOMShttps://www.facebook.com/joinunicom/

https://twitter.com/UNICOMLearning https://www.linkedin.com/company/unicom-
training-and-seminars/


